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ROYAL SOVEREIGN 
Royal Sovereign have brought out a new range of 

portfolios- the Deluxe (467) and the Economy (468). The 
Deluxe are made using hand marbled Italian papers in pastel 
shades and are ideal for artists and designers. The cheaper 
Economy portfolios have smart black and white designs and 
are designed for professional or student portfolios, or for 
storing maps, illustrations or artwork. They come in a range 
of sizes with ribbon ties or elastic closures. 

EDDING 
The Edding distribution range of writing instruments, 

planning and visual aids, art, graphic and related products 
are fully listed in their catalogue which includes pens and 
markers, visual aids and presentation boards, Mecanorma 
products, Marabu art, craft and leisure paints and 
equipment, and Pickup- an adhesive vinyl lettering signage 
system. 

ROTRING 
Rotring Calligraph fountain pens come packaged 

individually or as sets with three interchangeable steel nibs 
and a choice of six nib sizes from 0.6, 0.9 1.1, 1.5, 1.9, and 
2.3. There is a choice of pens: Calligraph - handwriting, 
Calligraph - italic and ·calligraph lettering. Each set 
contains one complete pen and two capped nib units to 
allow all sizes to be used instantly. Each set includes six red 
and six black ink refill cartridges. The pens retail at £4.99 
each or £12.99 per set. 

DALER-ROWNEY 
Daler-Rowneys new Oxford studio easel, retailing at 

£130, is made from oiled beechwood and has a stable 
square-frame base, an adjustable ratchet, and a tile 
mechanism for painting in oils and acrylics up to a canvas 
height of 1 ,400mm, it also has plastic wing nuts to for easier 
adjustment. 

KIND UK- DRAWING OFFICE CABINETS 
Kind UK has improved and strengthened its 5 and 10 

drawer horizontal drawing office cabinets. Drawer capacity 
is now 30kg to 40kg and the drawer fronts now offering 
three handle configurations: rectangular handle and 
identification card holders in each side of each drawer, 
rectangular handle but no ID card holders, or round handle 
and no ID card holders. They also offer a range of top and 
side access cabinets in a shallow depth of 420mm as well 
as Kinds standard top and side access pin spacing of 
135/270, 170 and 405, this new range also offer 60mm 
multipin. The furniture is now available in pale grey, though 
the existing standard light grey is still available. 
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PLANFILE 
Plan File from Chubb Safe Equipment is a frre resistant 

cabinet for the protection of large drawings, blue prints, or 
tracings of up to AO size. Fittings locate the drawings on a 
ball-bearing suspension system: a hanger bar secures the 
drawings firmly to another bar which can be fully 
withdrawn, allowing a total of 1 ,500 drawings to be stored; 
while a Multi-prong system for drawings can carry a 
perforated plastic strip on one edge; it uses a series of steel 
prongs on a sliding frame and holds 650 drawings. A range 
of shelves, drawers, cupboards and pull-out platforms are 
also available. 

DISPLAYMOUNT 
DisplayMount adhesive sticks almost any material and 

is therefore suitable for exhibition stands and display 
material. To stick porous materials such as paper, board and 
fabric you apply to one surface only and place it in position 
while the adhesive is still wet. For non-porous materials like 
metal, foil, plastics and film spray both surfaces and let the 
adhesive become tacky before bonding. The clear adhesive 
retails at £8.98 + VAT for a 400ml can, will not mark or 
stain, soak in or penetrate even the lightest material. 

ARTLINE DRAWING PENS & POSTER 
MARKERS 

Artline offer technical drawing pens, with water-based 
pigment ink and extra strength nibs at £1.96 each or £5.87 
for a wallet with three nib sizes. There are six different line 
widths and fadeproof ink that is odourless. The Artline 
poster marker comes in three nib sizes (4, 12 and 30mm) 
with up to 15 different colours. They retail at £1.96, £3.99 
and £5.50. according to nib size. 

RELISYS SCANNER 
The Relisys 2400 flatbed scanner produces 2400dpi 

resolution scans based on a 1200 x 600dpi interpolated 
engine. It uses an Advanced ColdScan technique with cold 
cathode lamps extends the life by up to 35,000 hours. Dust 
interference is removed by the absence of static with the 
CCD being enclosed in an optical chassis. Relisys makes 
CCDs for other flatbed scanners. The 2400 comes bundled 
with Adobe PhotoShop 3.0 and plug-in for multiple 
resolution and de-screening. 

POLAROID SLIDE SCANNER 
The newly launched Polaroid SprintScan 35mm 

desktop slide scanner scans images in a single pass and 
outputs at resolutions up to 2,700dpi. It will automatically 
correct colour from colour or b/w film, positive or negative, 
mounted or unmounted, and transparencies. The SprintScan 
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35 captures 10-bits per colour at 3.0 density range and 
downloads to a computer at 8-bits. It is compatible with the 
standard SCSI interface for Mac or Windows based PC. It 
sells at under £2,500. 

KONTRONCAD 
Kontron Elektronic CAD work centre are available in 

two sizes of tablet in formats 24" x 36" (AI) or 36" x 48" 
(AO), and the tablets may be opaque or backlit. The shelf is 
suitable for 20" or 21" monitors and the tablet can be tilted 
mechanically and the monitor support can be moved back 
and forward horizontally. The CAD work centre is suitable 
for cartography, design, and draughting 

INKJET CONTROLLER 
Domino's new Editor 2 inkjet controller increases qual

ity in commercial inkjet printing. With a PC based system 
it can be either "touch screen" or "mouse" controlled while 
operating under WYSIWYG. The Editor 2 can control up 
to 24 printheads, even when staggered and located in sepa
rate areas of the line. Maps or illustrations to be printed can 
be tracked and it will detect if an item has been removed an 
extensive range of graphics and fonts are also available. 

INPOSITION SOFTWARE 
IN position and IN position Lite, two imposition XTen

sions to QuarkXPress for Macintosh work not only with 
XPress files directly, but also with other applications and 
users can import graphic files. Version 1.5.1 retails at 
£1,595, but a fully functional version is available for a 
30-day evaluation at £95. The upgrade cost from IN position 
1.4 is £350. Version 2.0 costs £249 with an upgrade cost of 
£49.1t is native Power PC and Lite 1.0 is still available for 
Windows at £195. 

DIGITAL PLATEMAKING 
The move to fully digital prepress has been made easier 

and cheaper with the launch ofLaserstepper from Misomex 
as it combines conventional imposition with the latest RIP 
imaging technologies so mechanical and digital pages can 
be exposed in a single machine. 'fYpical exposure times are 
30 seconds for each double page spread at 2,000dpi (A3), 
after which the plate is automatically sent to a processor. 
Laserstepper can be fitted to a Misomex step and repeat 
machine and so the cost of digital platemaking can be 
reduced. 

PAPER FOR COPIERS & LASERS 
Ricoh and Tervakoski have developed a range of pa

pers for digital colour copiers and laser printers. They give 
a smooth surface for even toner distribution and create a 
photographic type effect from halftones and pastels. 

COLOUR INKJET PRINTER 
Mitsubishi brings colour printing with the CP-J 10 cost

ing £279 and producing colour as well as black text on 
paper, labels, envelopes and OHPs. Paper sizes include A4 
and Legal, A5 and custom sizes from 76 x 127mrn to 229 x 
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364mrn. Colour prints at 300 x 300dpi resolution with black 
at 600 x 300dpi. 

This inkjet is compatible with Windows 3.1, IBM DOS 
versions 5.0 and 6.0, mM O/S2 versions 2.01 and 2.1 
standard and extended, and IBM AIX versions 3.1.5 to 
3.2.4. The CP-110 comes with a Windows driver and 12 
scalable fonts. Standard memory is 21 Kb with options of 
256Kb and 1Mb font Flash memory and 256Kb font RAM. 
A high speed parallel interface is standard and print speed 
is 300ps in draft and 167ps letter quality, and the printer is 
capable of 2,000 per month. 

OPTICAL DRIVE 
The new DriveDoktor™ allows immediate on-site 

diagnosis of current drive performance. Therefore an early 
warning of drive deterioration can be given before failures 
occur. A key feature is a drive performance indicator by 
means of a special calibration disk which is inserted into the 
drive before the test. All major magneto optical drives of 
the 5.25" and 3.5" form are supported. In its present version 
DriveDoktor™ comes with test software which operates on 
DOS PC-systems with an Adaptec SCSI-board. 

ANTIFLICKER 21" MONITOR 
The DiamondPro 21 TX autoscanning 21" colour moni

tor incorporates Mitsubishis DiamondTron aperture grille 
CRT, a power management facility and on-screen display 
set-up. The beam firming technology allows precise screen 
edge picture definition and the control panel gives auto
calibration, reset from memory and degauss buttons as well 
as four scrolling and two fine adjustment buttons. The 
Icon-based set-up gives geometric control display, resolu
tion selection, brightness, contrast, RGB balance and grey 
scale. There is also on-screen adjustment for more reduc
tion, picture rotation, video level, and display corner 
balance. It also includes a dark tinted monitor screen. 

COMPUTER FILTERS 
The 3M Universal Contour Computer Filters offered in 

a variety of sizes and has a wrap-around design for added 
privacy and glare reduction. The filters also block 99.9% 
ELFIVLF E-field radiation, stop static charge and reduce 
dust build-up. It is available in two models: the anti-glare 
AF250 and the privacy filter PF450 which means the screen 
can be viewed only when the user is directly in front of the 
display. It uses 3M film incorporating microscopic louvres 
which make the screen look dark. Four sizes of filters are 
offered: small to fit 10" to 13" diagonal monitors; large to 
fit 14" to 15" diagonal monitors; x-large for 16" to 19" and 
xx-large to fit 19" to 21 ".Prices begin at around £105. 

CROSS-PLATFORM CD-ROM DRIVE 
The Gator CD-ROM from Discworth is a complete 

solution for desktop and laptop computing, allowing users 
to switch between PC, Mac or Amiga microcomputers via 
the parallel or SCSI ports. It cost is £399 and comes with 
all the software required to be up and running on all three 
platforms together with connectors and power supply. 
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Also from Discworth is the 3.5" Magneto Optical Disc 
which operates like a hard disc and can be removed and 
stored with a 230Mb capacity. The optical disc can be 
written, erased and overwritten many times and there are 
presently five different capacities available, prices begin at 
£18. 

COLOUR PROTECTION PANEL 
The Polaroid Polarview HR 2500 is a true colour 1024 

x 768 resolution thin film transistor active matrix projection 
panel. The infra-red remote control can activate the PC and 
mouse without actually being in contact with the keyboard. 
The on-screen display menu offers fme tune, freeze, en
large, inverse or rear project commands. There is also a 
masking feature for revealing information and a timer. An 
intelligent video settings automatically recognises the sig
nal source to choose the default settings, making 
adjustments without interrupting on screen display. It can 
be combined with a portable VCR or laser disc player and 
notebook computer to give a complete presentation set. 

PLAIN PAPER TYPESETTER 
The LaserMaster Unity Thrbo A3Plus high resolution 

plain paper typesetter, with its 32-bit pipelined processor 
and 32Mb of RAM, can print on paper sizes up to A3 plus 
(304 x 495mm), giving documents full bleed, registration 
marks, and crop marks. Users can print to the Unity Thrbo 
3APlus from Mac, PC, and computer networks via the 
built-in Ethemet (EtherTalk and TCP/IP), LocalTalk, paral
lel and serial ports. Its "ClearCopy" technology provides 
tonal correction for high speed copiers and comes pre-in
stalled with 235 Type I typefaces on the internal hard disc. 
It is priced at £7995. 

CALCOMPDEMO CENTRE 
The new CalComp TechJET Color AI and AO inkjet 

plotters can be viewed at the Plotting & Peripheral Solutions 
(PPS), Birmingham Business Park demonstration centre. 
The TechJET offers 360dpi for text and graphics; with black 
and white drawings plotting at 720 x 720dpi resolution. 
Several plotting modes include a 4-pass mode for image 
smoothing, an AI CAD drawing on average takes 5 minutes 
and an AO 10 minutes. Other standard features include an 
auto media cutter, floorstand and plot receiver, LLD control 
panel, ADI, AutoCAD drivers, vector and raster drivers for 
Windows, and a user programmable memory. The AI plot
ter sells at £4,995 +VAT and the AO for £5,995 +VAT. 
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